#PodcastsInTheClassroom

## Episode Question Ideas: Episode 128

8 Climate Recommendations for the Biden Administration with Dr. Carolyn Kousky of the Wharton School


### Full Episode Questions

- Before we begin, name and describe some of the resources and other places you might look to if you had been tasked with creating these recommendations for adaptation policy and strategy.

- Describe in full one of the adaptation strategies recommended, and highlight the strength(s) of the approach that will have long lasting impacts for citizens of the country.

- Listen to the discussion around recommendation three. Develop a visual depiction of any style that demonstrates how funds for disaster relief may be foundational to all other aspects of resilience.

- This is a great list of recommendations for reform of adaptation for climate change. In your opinion, is the list comprehensive? Would you add any additional recommendations? If yes, describe the additional recommendation(s) you would make to the Biden Administration.

Has some time passed since this episode was initially released? Consider the following:

- In the time since this episode was first released, how well has(ve) the administration(s) done with these 8 key recommendations? Give a grade of A-D for each of the 8 recommendations. Defend your choice(s).